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Improving Regulation of the Domestic 
Content of Australian Television

Franco Papandrea

V  IKE most developed countries, Australia imposes minimum domestic con
tent requirements for television programs in an attempt to protect the na- 

-JL—Jtional culture and identity from the allegedly detrimental effects of ‘over- 
consumption’ of imported programs. Such regulation has existed in Australia for 
more dian 30 years. The current provisions mandate the broadcast of domestic 
programming for at least half of a station’s air time between 6am and midnight 
(rising to 55 per cent in 1998) and die broadcast of minimum levels of adult prime
time drama, documentaries and children’s programming (including a quota for first- 
release children’s drama). The effectiveness and efficiency of these measures have 
been variable, and could be improved.

Why Special Regulations for Commercial Television?

Why should domestic content of commercial television be highly regulated?
Aldiough unique in certain respects, commercial television closely resembles 

odier popular media. The closest substitutes for commercial television are non
advertiser-funded television services including national free-to-air services and pay 
television. Odier, less close, substitutes include video hire, cinemas, magazines, 
newspapers, radio, and computer-based information and entertainment like video 
games and CDROM. None of diese substitutes is regulated to die same extent as 
commercial television, and non-television subsdtutes are not subject to domesdc 
content reguladon.

Television is generally regarded as an influendal medium with the capacity to 
alter audience percepdons. It is highly prized by advertisers, who pay large amounts 
to broadcast dieir messages bodi to inform and to influence audiences. Similarly, 
programs would also appear to be influendal but their effect is less obvious than that 
of advertising. However, television is not unique in diese respects.

Television differs from odier media in being readily accessible in almost every 
home at negligible direct cost. It is consumed in reladvely large quanddes (more 
than diree hours a day on average), making it die most important leisure aedvity for 
a large proportion of die populadon. Thus, to die extent that external cultural
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benefits accrue from the consumption of some programs, such benefits can be 
gained more readily from television than from other media.

As well, it appears that television operators are biased against high-cost pro
grams and programs that appeal to relatively small audiences (Spence & Owen, 
1977). Furthermore, because commercial broadcasters do not gain dirccdy from 
the external cultural benefits generated by domestic programs, die value of diose 
benefits is not taken into account in dieir programming decisions. Consequendy, 
desirable domesdc programming may be undersupplied in die absence of regula
tory requirements. These characterisdcs of television programming choice may 
lead to outcomes diat do not maximise social welfare.

Differential Treatment of Programs

The extent to which programs influence audiences is largely determined by their 
nature, content and popularity. For example, viewers are likely to treat the content 
of a news and current affairs program more seriously than die content of a game 
show. In terms of popularity, Papandrea (1996) found diat the most popular, 
regularly watched programs were news and current affairs (80.8 per cent of respon
dents), movies (46.5 per cent), documentaries (41.2 per cent), sports (38.9 per 
cent), and serials and series (23.0 per cent). The amount of commercial television 
air lime devoted to different categories of program may also be taken as an indica
tor of dieir reladve levels of demand. Adult drama, which occupies approximately 
35 per cent of commercial television air lime, is by far the most regularly transmit
ted type of program. Light entertainment comes second, widi approximately 18 per 
cent of air-dme devoted to it (ABA, 1994).

The degree to which domesdc programs compete widi imported subsdtutes 
varies considerably. Domesdc news, current affairs and sports programs, for ex
ample, being in high demand and generally profitable to stadons, are substandally 
protected from imported programs. In contrast, domesdc origin is not a major de
terminant of demand for odier types of programs, pardcularly diose primarily in
tended to entertain viewers.

Adult drama. Drama looms large in all discussions of Australian content reguladon 
of television programs, and is the subject of special quota provisions. Aldiough it is 
often said that drama exerts an essendal and unique influence on cultural develop
ment, there is very litde empirical evidence to support this claim. However, as 
drama is die highest-cost form of domesdc programming, it could be argued diat 
die established bias of television operators against high-cost programs is likely to 
lead to it being undersupplied. So if the argument diat consumpdon of domesdc 
drama is an essendal element of cultural development is valid, reguladon may be 
necessary to ensure that at least a representadve quandty is delivered to audiences.

Aldiough different mechanisms are used for the purpose, government inter- 
vendon is a consistent characterisdc of the domesdc producdon of other forms of 
drama. While diere are no domesdc content quotas set for cinemas and video 
stores, producdon of feature films is direcdy supported by government funding.
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Financial support is also available for telemovies and television mini-series (in addi
tion to die television drama quotas), but not for serials or series.

Children's programs. According to die Australian Broadcasdng Tribunal (ABT, 
1991:333), ‘regulatory acdon for children’s television has essendally been a response 
to lack of quality, age specific, television programs for children and the need to pro
tect their interests’. The available evidence suggests diere is widespread support for 
special consideradon of die programming needs of children (Papandrea, 1996).

The need to protect children extends beyond programs to advertising, where 
the regulators impose controls on both the type and the quandty of advertising 
during children’s programs. Programs for pre-school children are prohibited from 
carrying any advertising. These restriedons aggravate the impact of die reguladon 
on broadcasters. Even widiout advertising restriedons, the naturally limited appeal 
of children’s programs acts as a disincendve to broadcasters.

Small audiences and stringent advertising restriedons make children’s programs 
generally unappealing to commercial broadcasters. The disincendve against broad
casdng children’s doinesdc drama is particularly acute because of its cost to broad
casters. Under such circumstances, broadcasters will be concerned primarily to 
minimise die cost of compliance widi die reguladon. Where they are required to 
supply a prescribed quandty of drama, die only way they can control compliance 
costs is to reduce die cost of produedon factors, which may have a potendally severe 
impact on program quality.1

Documentaries. Specific requirements for the broadcasdng of Australian docu
mentaries were introduced in 1996. The arguments advanced for die support of 
documentaries are similar to diose for adult drama, including cultural importance 
and under-representadon on programming schedules.

Like drama, documentaries are cosdy to produce, and broadcasters are diere- 
fore likely to be biased against them. As well, dieir typical one-olf nature makes 
diem even more unattraedve to broadcasters, irrespeedve of dieir nadonal origin. 
For example, a documentary series in which each program deals widi a different 
issue offers much less scope for the retendon of audience loyalty dian a drama se
ries, widi consequendally less capacity to take advantage of promodon and schedul
ing economies.

The ABA provided little jusdficadon for the introduedon of specific quota lev
els for documentaries. Indeed, die data available when the quota was announced 
do not seem to support die need for a quota. Those data show diat Sydney’s com
mercial stadons were already broadcasdng substandally more hours of Australian 
documentaries than are now required by die quota (ABA, 1993). The quota is 
dierefore unlikely to have a significant impact on the stadons’ future performance.

See Papandrea (1994) for a discussion of the difficulties in defining program quality.
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Program diversity. A major potential argument for intervention in television pro
gramming is that competitive commercial operators supply a less than desirable 
level of program diversity. Duplication of the type of program already supplied on 
another channel is more profitable to a competing broadcaster if, after adjusting for 
differences in program costs, it can attract a bigger audience than by broadcasting a 
different type of program.

A Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics (BTCE) report exam
ined the changes in the level of program diversity (defined in terms of die number 
of different types of programs available to viewers) when additional commercial sta
tions are introduced in a market. It found that die addidon of two stadons in
creased the maximum weekly diversity index from 1.00 to 2.06, and diat a change 
from two to three stadons increased the weekly index from 1.63 to 2.06. By way of 
comparison, two stadons showing different types of programs in each dme slot 
would have achieved an index of 2.00. The report also noted that the presence of 
the ABC in a television market provided an ‘important addidonal level of diversity 
to viewers’ (BTCE, 1991:116). In an earlier econometric study of television view
ing, Widiers (1985) reported similar results on the effect of the ABC.

Regulation and Technological Change

Reguladon or other market intervendon is desirable only if it leads to an improve
ment in social welfare. The necessary condidons for jusdfied market intervendon 
include die presence of market failure and the delivery of benefits that exceed the 
cost of intervendon. But if reguladon is jusdfied, it is necessary to establish whether 
the instruments used are, and are likely to condnue to be, die most effecdve and 
efficient for die purpose.

Rapid technological change in all communicadon industries, including televi
sion, raises doubts about die condnued effectiveness and efficiency of current regu
lations. Historically, the broadcasting and communications industries supplied dis
tinct services, which facilitated die application of differential regulation. But with 
changing technology, a given service can be provided by a variety of means (such as 
free-to-air broadcasting, cable, microwave, satellite, and so on). The Broadcasting 
Services Act 1992 attempted to circumvent the effects of technological change by 
defining broadcasting as services to die general public independendy of the means 
of delivery. The Act also defines ‘narrowcasting’ services (which are not subject to 
domestic content regulation) as services to specific groups (defined geographically 
or by interests). However, die likely segmentation of audiences by die evolution of 
a multitude of services will result in services becoming increasingly specialised, so 
blurring die distinction between broadcasting and narrowcasting. This is likely to 
reduce substantially the effectiveness of regulation designed for services reaching 
very large audiences.

Technological change is also likely to generate new services that may be beyond 
the reach of domestic regulation. Satellite services originating overseas can be ac
cessed in Australia. Similarly, video images and entertainment services are accessi-
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ble through the Internet, and may originate in locations that are beyond the juris
diction of domestic governments.

Improving the Efficiency of Current Regulation

Assessment of the efficiency of an intervention is based on estimates of its costs and 
benefits. This is not an easy task, particularly when it involves the indirect meas
urement of intangible benefits. To date, only Papandrea (1996) has attempted to 
produce such an estimate for the regulation of the domestic content of television 
programming. Using a contingent valuation survey, that study estimated that the 
value of die benefits accruing to society were at least commensurate with the cost of 
supplying Australian programming. Widi improved regulatory arrangements those 
benefits could be increased.

The transmission quota. Domestic content quotas have often been cited as a quid 
pro quo for restricted licensing of entry to die commercial television industry 
(BTCE, 1991). The cost of meeting the quota is a non-transparent tax aimed at 
collecting at least part of die monopoly rents that licensing confers on established 
broadcasters. As a tax instrument, a quota is cumbersome and cosdy to administer.

Traditionally, stations have had litde if any difficulty in meeting their transmis
sion quota obligations. The natural protection of much domestic programming, 
including news, current affairs and sports programs, along with its popularity, ap
pears to have been sufficient to ensure that a large proportion of all programs is of 
domestic origin. In addition, any shortfall in compliance can be made up easily by 
screening repeats of previously broadcast programs or low-cost, low-quality, 
‘quota-quickies’ at times when audiences are small.

A more focused regulatory instrument could improve bodi die effectiveness 
and die efficiency of die current transmission quota approach. Inclusion of all pro
grams in a quota diat affects only some of them is clearly not well focused. Exclu
sion of programs diat are highly likely to be supplied anyway would direct die focus 
on to programs diat are more likely to contribute to cultural objectives or are un
likely to be supplied in sufficient quantities. The European approach, which de
termines transmission quotas as a proportion of the air time devoted to entertain
ment programs diat compete direcdy widi imports, may have some merit.

Anodier option for improved targeting of the quota is to modify the current 
television station licensing fee arrangements. The nominal licence-fee rate payable 
by stations could be increased to reflect die current cost of the quota obligations. 
The actual amount of licence fees payable by stations could then be discounted on 
the basis of a schedule of domestic content levels. To improve die targeting of the 
mechanism, differential discount rates could be used to promote specific types of 
programs.

Transmission quotas could be made tradeable among stations in the same 
service area. Tradeable quotas have been recommended, and have been applied 
with some success, as efficient instruments of environmental regulation (Hahn, 
1989; Tietenberg, 1990) in pursuit of objectives that are conceptually similar to
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those of domestic content regulation. Under such a scheme, a station would have a 
financial incentive to transfer any excess quota to a station having difficulty in satisfy
ing tiie requirement. Such an approach would ensure maintenance of the pre
scribed global domestic transmission quota even though some stations may not 
comply with the requirement. At the same time, stations with a comparative advan
tage in Australian programs would have an incentive to pursue such programming 
to a higher degree than otherwise.

To the extent that stations choose to operate away from the mean level, the di
versity of programs available to viewers would be enhanced. Because stations tend 
to compete with one another by duplicating programs offered in die same time slot, 
a move away from a fixed quota could enhance program choice for viewers. An
other option is to give the ABC a greater role in the provision of Australian pro
grams togedier with a commensurate reduction in the obligation of commercial sta
tions. Widiers (1985), for example, argues diat the adoption of a complementary 
radier dian compeddve programming policy by die ABC would increase diversity by 
catering for program types diat are unattractive to commercial stadons.

Drama requirements. Australian drama tends to be popular widi audiences, and 
successful programs are financially attractive to broadcasters. The production of 
successful drama, however, is risky. About half all new drama series (die main form 
of Australian drama on television) fail to attract sufficient audiences to justify con
tinued production. Such a high failure rate constitutes a strong disincentive to tele
vision stations to invest in domestic drama because diey can earn similar or better 
risk-adjusted returns by broadcasting competitive imported drama. To comply widi 
die quota, stations are forced to accept die cost of an odierwise unacceptable level 
of risk and possibly the cost of producing some drama programs which would oth
erwise be discontinued due to dieir commercially insufficient audience appeal.

The current quota arrangements are inflexible in dieir application and ignore 
die likelihood diat some stations may have a competitive advantage in die produc
tion of drama programs. This possibility is suggested by the Seven Network’s suc
cess widi die broadcast of Australian drama in excess of quota obligations and the 
apparent difficulties of die Nine Network in complying widi die quota. Some 
flexibility in die arrangements could be achieved by the introduction of tradeable 
drama quotas similar to diose suggested for die transmission quota arrangements. 
But such an approach would do litde to reduce broadcasters’ aversion to the high 
level of risk of producing successful Australian drama programs.

The disincentive to commission die production of domestic drama could be 
reduced by direct financial incentives such as production subsidies. The provision 
of a production subsidy would reduce die up-front investment required for die pro
duction of eligible programs. An added advantage of a subsidy is diat, unlike a 
quota, the level of assistance accorded to die production of a program would be 
transparent. Moreover, die approach appears to be effective. For example, both 
New Zealand and Canada provide subsidies to encourage the production of drama 
programs. The Australian financial assistance arrangements for die production of
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feature Films are also similar in scope. Finally, such subsidies could be directed 
specifically to the type of programs deemed to have the greatest influence on cul
tural development.

A switch from programming quotas to production subsidies would shift the cost 
of die regulation from broadcasters to taxpayers, unless it were accompanied by an 
offsetting tax on broadcasters. The current arrangements are essentially a form of 
indirect taxation on broadcasters. While the current licence-fee arrangements con
tinue to apply, it may be possible to increase die rate at which they are levied to 
cover die cost of subsidising drama producdon. Alternadvely, stadons could be re
quired to pay a domesdc program levy expressed as a percentage of advertising 
revenue discounted for expenditure on independent productions. A further pos
sibility would be to reintroduce a television viewers’ licence fee to fund die subsidy, 
along die lines of the arrangements in place in New Zealand.

An alternative approach to specific quotas and production subsidies would be 
to give the national broadcasters (ABC and SBS) responsibility for supplying so
cially desirable programs, including drama. To remain competitive in a specialised 
service environment, the national broadcasters would need to develop some degree 
of specialisation in die services they provide. To discharge effectively such a re
sponsibility in addition to their existing statutory obligations, the national broadcast
ers may require more dian one channel each.

Direct provision of services could be targeted specifically to desirable programs 
odierwise unlikely to be supplied by commercial stations. For drama, for example, 
emphasis could be placed on die supply of higher-cost (higher-quality) programs. 
Direct provision would need to pay adequate attention to audience preferences: 
diere would be litde point in providing programs that appeal to a small minority 
when die primary aim of die intervention was to capture die cultural external bene
fits of domestic programs. As a public service, the range of programs provided 
would need to appeal to a broad section of the community. Different channels, or 
parts of the program schedule on a single channel, could be directed at different 
sections of the community. If such an approach were adopted, die main function of 
die direct service providers would be to supply desirable domestic programs as an 
alternative to imported programs of the same genre.

To prevent a windfall gain to broadcasters from such a move, funding of die 
additional responsibilities assigned to national broadcasters would need to be sour
ced largely from commercial broadcasters who currendy bear die of cost of die 
regulation. For diis purpose, broadcasting licence fees could be increased by an 
amount diat is commensurate widi die cost of complying widi die current domestic 
programming obligations.

Children’s drama. As noted above, die requirements for children’s drama (and 
other children’s programs) impose a substantial cost burden on broadcasters. As 
for other elements of the regulation, the requirements essentially constitute a tax 
and could be more easily collected dirough the existing licence-fee system. Once 
collected, the tax revenue could be used to subsidise the cost of producing chil-
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dren’s drama and targeted to ensure adequate quality. To make the drama pro
grams attractive to broadcasters, children’s drama prices would have to be compa
rable to those of other children’s programs.

The current arrangements require all three stations to provide similar quantities 
of children’s programming. Often, choice is limited to one time slot with a choice 
of three programs with similar formats. At other times, children have to be content 
to watch, if allowed, programs designed to cater for adults. Under such circum
stances, it may be more valuable for children to have programs catering to their 
needs available to them at different times.

The ABC has had considerable success in the production and broadcasting of 
children’s programs. Its commitment to children’s programs is not driven by the 
profit imperatives of commercial operators and die programs it supplies are more 
likely to be directed at meeting the needs of children. It may be more efficient, 
dierefore, to require die nadonal broadcasters to increase their supply of children’s 
programming and to release commercial broadcasters from children’s programming 
obligations but not necessarily from obligations to fund children’s programming.

To implement such a proposal, licence fees of commercial broadcasters could 
be increased to cover the cost of current children’s programming obligations. The 
funds dius collected could be allocated to the national broadcasters specifically for 
the production of children’s programs. The quantity of children’s programming 
broadcast by die national broadcasters would increase, giving children an opportu
nity to watch programs specifically made for diem at times best suited to diem. On 
the other hand, the reduction or removal of children’s programs from commercial 
stations would reduce the choice of programs currendy available to children. How
ever, because commercial stations tend to compete widi one anodier by broadcast
ing similar programs in die same time slots, die reduction in die diversity of pro
grams available to children would be smaller.

The supply of additional programming for children by die national broadcasters 
could not occur widiout displacing odier programming which might be equally so
cially desirable (such as educational programs for schools). Alternatively, die ABC 
or SBS could be assigned additional spectrum to broadcast children’s programs and 
perhaps odier socially desirable programming.

Assessment and Prospects

The regulation of die domestic content of television programs is an important ele
ment of the cultural policies of most developed countries. Typically, the regulation 
is also an arm of industry assistance and employment-creation policy. The twin 
objectives are inseparable even if the link between them is no longer emphasised in 
today’s world trading environment. In any event, while the presence of external 
cultural benefits may provide the basis for market intervention on cultural policy 
grounds, intervention on industry assistance grounds would be difficult to justify.

The preceding analysis suggests that the Australian regulation is only partially 
effective in producing desired outcomes. While it is likely to deliver a net benefit to 
society, welfare could be improved by the adoption of different forms of interven-
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lion. The analysis also suggests that the present instruments are probably unsus
tainable in a changing technological environment.

Of the existing instruments, the transmission quota contributes least to the ob
jectives of the regulation. Many of the domestic programs included in stations’ cur
rent programming schedules would continue to be supplied even in die absence of 
the transmission quota. Programs such as news, current affairs and sports are not 
only largely protected from imports, but also enjoy a high level of popularity among 
viewers, and are profitable. In the entertainment area, however, stations may not 
supply optimal levels of domestic programming because of the likely existence of 
bias and market f ailure in die program market.

The specific requirements for children’s programs and adult drama appear to 
be more effecdve in changing die market behaviour of stations. Children’s pro
gramming, particularly drama, would be unlikely to feature prominendy in televi
sion programming widiout die regulation. Similarly, but to a lesser extent, adult 
first-release drama would not be as prominent widiout the regulatory requirement. 
The existing instruments, therefore, could be said to be effecdve in meedng die ob
jectives of die regulation.

The current regulatory mechanisms could be better targeted and modified to 
improve dieir efficiency and increase die net welfare accruing to society. Tradeable 
quotas, for example, would facilitate specialisation by stations in areas of program
ming where they have comparative advantages widiout reducing die overall output 
of desirable programming. Odier mechanisms, such as production subsidies, 
would have die added advantages of transparency and better targeting of bodi die 
type and die quality of programs.

The unstated assumption underlying diese proposals is diat the industry envi
ronment will not undergo major change. While diis may be a reasonable assump
tion in die short term, it is clearly untenable in die medium to long term. Com
munications technology is undergoing rapid change and die pace of change is ex
pected to increase. The television market is already changing and will continue to 
do so. This is an ominous development for die effectiveness and efficiency of 
regulatory instruments that were designed for an era of high predictability and litdc 
change.

Given diat die natural market for all communications services is becoming in
creasingly global, mechanisms such as programming quotas (including quotas based 
on proportions of programming budgets) are unlikely to retain dieir effectiveness. 
Domestic governments have no jurisdiction over programming originating outside 
their territory. This raises important questions for cultural policy at the national 
level. Given diat die current regulation benefits society, appropriate policy instru
ments may need to be developed to ensure that die benefits will continue to flow in 
the new environment.

The anticipated substantial expansion of electronic information and communi
cation services could be expected to lead to a market structure where the supply of 
programs will be more likely to reflect demand. To a large extent, programs with a 
sufficiendy large private demand will be supplied by the market. Nonetheless, some
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programs that potentially generate external cultural benefits may continue to be un
dersupplied. In such circumstances, the current quota approach is unlikely to be 
effective in producing the desired outcomes, production subsidies or direct provi
sion of socially valuable programs will be more effective. A movement towards the 
use o f such regulatory instruments sooner, rather than later, may be appropriate. In 
a changing technological environment it appears that government will not be able to 
prescribe what is consumed and can do no better than ensure that those who value 
programs deemed to be socially desirable have the option of consuming them.
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